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Carnal Light

Lindsay Kelley and Eva Hayward

The third verse of the Book of Genesis reads, ‘And God said, Let there be light: and
there was light’. Following the creation of earthly matter, light has illuminated
Western stories from the beginning. Solar radiance travels through space and
refracted planetary atmospheres to illuminate Earth’s watery matter and from this
encounter come lively forms. Life, as we are taught, has always been shaped by light,
even if sometimes inadvertently. And yet, meaty forms of light tend to be written out
of histories of Western thought in favour of an invisible medium that makes a
knowable world visible: seeing light is a trope for making visible that which is
invisible or perceiving things in a comprehensible form such that they are real.
Jacques Derrida suggests that the language of philosophy is constituted by
metaphors of light. Describing philosophy’s reliance on light, he says that this
founding relationship functions ‘not only because it is a photological one – and in
this respect the entire history of our philosophy is a photology, the name given to a
history of or a treatise on, light – but because it is a metaphor’.1 As such, sunlight as
a materializing wave metaphorizes into transcendent light, a heavenly light
promising liberation from the flesh.

The emergence of transgenic technologies has reintroduced light back to flesh.
A central figure in this reintroduction is the jellyfish, Aequorea victoria and
particularly its green fluorescent protein (GFP).2 Witness ANDI, the rhesus monkey
whose stillborn twins continued to glow in death3; GFP fish made sterile for
decorative purposes4; glowing kittens whose GFP expression marks the presence of a
protein that resists feline immunodeficiency virus5; and transgenic pigs who glow as
a means of tracing donor cells after stem cell therapy.6 Illuminating biomechanics,
bodily properties and chemical signatures, GFP expression and phosphorescence has
been written into the bodies of many other organisms, including bacteria, yeast and
other fungi, plant, fly and human cells.7 In 2008, Osamu Shimomura, Roger
Y. Tsein and Martin Chalfie were awarded the Nobel Prize in Chemistry for their
pioneering work in isolating GFP from Aequorea victoria in the 1960s, which produced
the chimeric borderlands that GFP and transgenics inhabit today. Glowing plant
and animal tissues pass through strictly visual pleasure into the articulation of carnal
interdependence across species boundaries.

Drifting with Aequorea victoria, the host and source of Green Fluorescent Protein, this
essay follows GFP as it moves on currents of bio-capitalism and animal industry.

q 2013 Taylor & Francis
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GFP drifts across kingdoms, phyla and species, blooming chimera and multiplicities
that push against the perceptual and affective registers of laboratory walls,
embodied selves, eating practices and living conditions. Aequorea victoria moves
through labs, galleries, kitchens, medicine and visual technologies and into the
bodies of multiple organisms. GFP-donor jellyfish are visualizing but invisibilized
forces, even as GFP-host animals steal headlines. Bioart projects such as Eduardo
Kac’s GFP Bunny (2009) are emergent forms of human kinship arising from
biotechnologies. Such creatures push against the perceptual and sensorial elements
of laboratory walls, embodied containers, eating practices and living conditions.
GFP hosts and donors reveal the carnality and radiance of naturecultures – sites of
social and biological constitutive formations – by welcoming us to a messy,
multidisciplinary table where light is being eaten.

Somalumenals, Tranimals

Visuality as corporeality, light as meat: somalumenal. Soma and somatic are
derived from the Greek soma, meaning body. For mammals, somatic cells make
up bone, skin, blood and other tissue. However, they are not involved in sexual
reproduction for organisms that reproduce sexually. Lumen, Latin for light: light,
lantern, lamp and also clarity and understanding. Lumen also lights the day as a
unit of luminous flux, the amount of visible light emitted from a source. But Lumen
is also ‘the central cavity of a hollow structure in an organism or cell’: in nematodes,
an oesophagus; in fungi, the space bounded by tissue.

The neologism ‘somalumenal’ registers the multiple etymologies of these words.
How might luminosity, effulgence and illumination be about embodiment or
corporeality? Light is transubstantiated into flesh and matter, rather than the body
transcended by the thrills of enlightenment and radiance. Somalumenal has
particular resonance for transgenic organisms that have been designed to glow.
Through genetic transfers, fish, monkeys, rabbits, mice, pigs, cats, bacteria and
plants have been modified to express kinds of glow. Using luminescent jellyfish genes
that code for green fluorescent protein, geneticists have combined the jellyfish
protein with other organisms, producing glow in uncanny sites.8

An enmeshment of ‘trans’ and ‘animals,’ tranimals is a synecdochically imagined
correspondence written as a portmanteau word (a blending of sound and
meaning).9 Hybrid forms and liminal states of tranimals represent subtle or even
explosive changes in our understanding of bodily transformation. These are
instances within which we can see more closely the appearing and disappearing
boundaries between the human, the post-animal (human and non-human), the
in/un/human and the animal. This is not necessarily about cross-species
identification, but is rather about a somatic and sensual synthesis that manifests
synecdochically rather than metaphorically.10

Tranimals also plays with the prefix ‘trans’ as a plurality – as in animals – to suggest
the ongoing labour of cross-species agents. Trans suggests the energetic and material
crossings that disrupt bifurcated categories. Animals suggest literal organisms, not
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metaphoric or purely representational beings that exist only in anthropocentric
intentionality.

Following Donna Haraway’s metaplasm, we inflect tranimals with its tropic kin of
antimeria that turns nouns into verbs, that mobilizes, incites, activates persons,
animals, places, things and ideas.11 From Greek: anti- ‘instead of’ and mereia ‘a part’:
incitement rather than determination, for example ‘I am rubied by your attention’.
So it is not just the encounter that matters, but more exactly the relay of energies and
forces that constitute ontology. Ontology is about what there is and what debts we
owe to it. We exist because our bodies must respond to the life’s insistencies so as to
sustain our vitality. We must respond to these insistences through, we would argue,
that which we call sensation. The corporeal ‘prehensions’ of metaplasm are always
immersed within a sensuality that generates a ‘critter’ whose sensibility manifests
with its emergence. Responsiveness is the condition of emergence. So, where
metaplasm invokes the remodelling of flesh, antimeria is the transmission of
beingness through intensification. In this way, nouns are transitional responses to
relationships rather than direct products of environments. Antimeria expresses the
sensual charge of encounter, its amplification, allowing for the percussive
distribution of affect. Remember that the transduction of force, the passing through
or between creates remainders of uncircumscribable passings that result in the feel of
beingness. Boundaries remain refracted interfaces of passage, prepositional
orientations. Sensuous being is the unmetabolizable more, the residue of passing, of
sensations moving across bodies and objects that are felt by the mediation of the
sensorium. A jellyfish stings human skin, leaving an empurpled mark that inscribes
the boundaries of tentacle and skin (somatic technologies), but the excitation
(sensorial transit) of burning and blistering energy remains partly unmetabolizable
– this remainder is differentiating and binding. So excitation is not necessarily
predicated on positive joins of ever expanding units of life, but emerges between
them and therefore can be generated through haemorrhaging, excising,
amputating.

Alba

The playful annunciation of tranimals describes the authorial intent of transgenic
artists such as Eduardo Kac. A fiercely serious art project, GFP Bunny also invents
and explores boundaries shaped by questions of consequence and responsibility.
What debt does Kac owe Alba, the GFP Bunny?

‘Alba’ means glowing white, a hybrid rose and also a song sung to meet the
dawn, inviting us to imagine breaking fast with glowing light. Alba eats, sleeps
and interacts with human others as any rabbit might, even if at the same time
she carries a new line of glowing, transgenic mammal-jellyfish genes. Corporeal
kinds of luminosity, refulgency and fluorescence define Alba’s status as a
‘tranimal,’ a hydrozoan becoming with mammalian tissue; that is, an organism
animated by trans-formations of life. She is literally rabbit, jellyfish, human and
technology.
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Transfection releases jellyfish materiality into Alba’s bodily frame, making glow the
expression of another outside brought inside. Tranimals, translife and transgenics of
all persuasions emerge as manifestations of error or drift. Alba further refines trans-
practices by attending to questions about light, enlightenment and embodiment.
Alba’s flesh becomes light; her glow is refracted through tissue, making bodies
materially luminal.12 In this way, light is no longer the extraterrestrial force of more
heavenly bodies, but effulgence bound to meatier substrates. This carnal light offers
a supplemental reading of visuality not rooted in the reflection, refraction and
diffraction of solar light to illuminate discourse.

Aequorea victoria is the source of Alba’s green glow. Found along the coast of the
Pacific US, they are composed of more than 90%water. Most of their umbrella mass
is a gelatinous material called mesoglea. They do not have a central brain, but
rather a loose network of nerves called a ‘nerve net’. With light-sensitive organs they
do not form images but detect light. At the edge of their bell, 150 uneven tentacles
appear. The larger jellies possess gonads for sexual reproduction, which run most of
the length of the radial canals. Muscular velum ring the margin of the bell, which
aids in locomotion through muscular contractions of the bell. Large adults are
frequently found with symbiotic amphipods attached to the subumbrella or even
occasionally living inside the gut or radial canals. Alternating between asexual
benthic polyps and sexual planktonic medusae in a seasonal pattern, these jellies
have a dimorphic life history. Voracious predators in their own ecosystems, they
gorge on other jellies, copepods and invertebrate larvae, even eating one another.
Ensnaring with long tentacles packed with stinging cells, they ingest through a
highly contractile mouth.

They are pelagic drifters. They drift, are literally adrift. Drift is also tropic. Drift: to
be carried slowly by a current of air or water; move passively, aimlessly or
involuntarily into a certain situation or condition; digress or stray to another subject.
For some matter, drift also gathers, heaping with out intentionality, without
consciousness. In noun form: A steady movement or development from one thing
toward another; the general intention or meaning of an argument. To drift enacts
movement, changing something into another form or to transfer to a different place
or context. Drifts are poetic joins in which there is some drifting together, some
mixing of ontologies into larger organizations. For a jellyfish, its body is an index of
its environment and glow is the bodily response to tactile vibrations. When
provoked, they give off a green glow. Through a release of calcium in the body,
which interacts with the photo-protein of aequorin, the jellyfish flashes blue. GFP
transduces the blue chemiluminescence of aequorin into green fluorescent light.
While jellies drift through their environments, glowing in response to provocation,
their capacity to glow separates from their bodies to be sent adrift as mutation, as an
error in codes of life.

What can we say about the transfer of luminescence from jellyfish capacities and
lifeways into the flesh of other species? How does this blend of tissue – invertebrate
and vertebrate – re-order not only life but also light? Writing of Jakob Von Uexküll,
Dorion Sagan reflects that ‘life is not just about matter and how it interacts with
itself, but how that matter interacts with interconnected systems that include
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organisms in their distinct perceiving worlds’.13 Uexküll’s bridging of phenomen-
ology and biology helps us feel our ways into the umwelts (perceptual bubbles) of the
most un-identifiable animals (ticks, spiders and other inverts) teaching us that
organs of animals are counterpoints of lived environments. The body of the animal is
the inverted map of its environment but mediated by its capacity to interpret
habitat through bodily sensations. Jellyfish and rabbits play out a discordant
tonality (Uexküll uses music to define the laws of nature – life is musical response, at
least a duet). They are not companions, not shaped by a contrapuntal composition,
but by the effects of animal capitalism.14 They are fellow travellers through stages of
evolution of the consumer product and in that they share cadence, becoming a new
harmonics or improvisation.

In this way, sensuousness is at work in somalumenals. Through the philosophical
tools of phenomenology Alphonso Lingis explores somatic sociability and its
sensuous rapport. Sensation is more than stimulation of our sensory or nervous
systems, it is an intensity that pressures us to feel our cohabitation in a sensible
environment that opens us outward. Lingis writes, ‘level of sensation would be
the original locus of openness upon things or contact with them’.15 In this way, the
subject is ‘involuted’ into the sensuousness of being; the substance of self is generated
from the excitations of affect and desire within a sensuous environment.
The sensorium receives the movements of the world not because it is pure
receptivity, but because the limits of sense shape it. A sphere where the sensual
resonates and territorializes itself, it percusses to the expressiveness of beings, things,
events through the mediation of its own flesh (1986). The moreness of the sensible
world presses on our sensibility, revealing that liveliness is responsiveness, to feel
folded into the plentitude of the world, which is always defined by the refrain of one’s
own materiality. ‘To sense is to sense the substantial,’ which is the foundation of our
subjectivity.16

Alba is not a singularity, not a pre-existing solitary species. She foregrounds the
labour of multiple species as parts constituting a collective being. Moving beyond
now familiar forms of seductive hybridity, tranimals invoke the social, affective and
sensorial response-abilities of becoming and eating. Alba is a frame, a distinctly
rabbit-like frame, in which the expressiveness of GFP is unleashed, in which GFP’s
luminous excess becomes more than a jellyfish’s response to environmental cues.
In other words, as a bio-artwork, Alba is more about intensity than aesthetics and
equally about sensation as she is about techné.17

We share our subjugation to sensation with other sensuous beings, beings that
respond to ecosystems through their own sensoriums that define their own milieus.
An individual sensorium is nothing other than an improvisation of others
synchronizing with their own environments. For Lingis, sensations are amalgama-
tions, made of movements and affects that shape the energetic relay between subjects
and objects. Affects are about becoming or emergence, while percepts originating in
environmental harmonization are also the excess of this evolutionary force.
Sensations reside between sensibility and sensuousness – they are sensate sense or
equally sensible sensuality, between subjects and objects, in the encounter, at the
point where they shape the other. Consequently, sensation distributes affects and
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percepts across bodies. The body restrains affection and perception, but excitation
unleashes bodily organization at the site of contact. Excitation, then, is the zone not
only of contact but an expressive threshold, a vital interface of emergence. Vital
energies, then, describe the conditions of our ongoing origination, our future selves.

The environment that is webbed into a jellyfish’s capacity to illuminate is made
present in the rabbit, but creates an entirely different register of reactivity. Alba is a
becoming of multi-species materialities and energies, an artwork, to borrow from
Elizabeth Grosz ‘in which life folds over itself to embrace its contact with
materiality’.18 Alba is a composite; her rabbit form mammalizes light. With the
help of jellyfish kin, she locates illumination in skin, ears, eyes, in her organs. Even as
our human eyes are drawn to Alba’s fluorescence, her sensitive whiskers and glowing
ears augment her weak but now bio-luminescent eyesight. Whether or not she
herself registers the glow, for her primate caretakers and audiences, the glow
intensifies crossed boundaries. That is to say, in her flesh, Alba is tranimals; to us, her
glow expresses, sensitizes and excites that fact. Her glow is a dynamizing force,
making her matter more. Although Alba cannot choose when she glows, jellyfish
substances remain activated, active, responsive to stimulus, excitation. Alba is a
genetic improvisation with bio-capacities syncopated. Through her glow, her
artfulness, ‘we are reminded that species are not just relationships, nor are species
ever directly in relationship with other species, we are resonances and dissonances of
intensification, energetic cadences of one another’ – a sensorial ensemble.19

Alba in Labs, Kitchens, as Food

All GFP tranimals travel between contexts and spaces. Alba’s movements unravel
categories of companionship and reveal vulnerable overlaps between previously
autonomous systems. As sites of human animal labours of science, of eating and of
serving and dining, laboratories, kitchens and dining rooms emerge as generative,
troubled environments.

Alba was born and made in an ‘art lab’. This is not an ordinary experimental
laboratory, but rather a site where science and art are compounded. Art labs come
into being in a variety of ways. The art lab may be ephemeral, the result of a
temporary recontextualization of activity in an industry or government laboratory.
The art lab may exist outside of institutional confines, in a kitchen, a shed in the
back yard or in the home studio. In its rarest incarnation, the art lab might be
established with full institutional support, with staff and resources dedicated to art-
science amalgamations.20 Alba was born in a repurposed government lab, France’s
Institut National de la Recherche Agronomique. Alba’s birth, presence and death
remade the INRA as an art space.

Alba’s laboratory home was both the site of Eduardo Kac’s art intervention and
shelter to innumerable laboratory rabbit kin. Upon her death in 2002, at four years
old, genetic researcher Louis-Marie Houdebine reflected on Alba as one of many: ‘I
was informed one day that bunny was dead without any reason . . .So, rabbits die
often. It was about 4 years old, which is a normal lifespan in our facilities’.21 Alba’s
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real and imagined homes have been shaped by the somatic sociality of an art bound
not by representation but by the uneasy space between scientific experimentation
and domestic co-habitation. As with rats, rabbits are brought into the home as pets,
even as vast colonies, their more carefully bred kin occupy laboratory spaces like the
INRF and breeding facilities like Renova Life Sciences.22

An emphasis on ‘a social and interactive context’ and ‘public respect and
appreciation for the emotional and cognitive life of transgenic animals’23 allows
Kac’s art labs to traverse domestic and public zones, critically commenting on
overlaps between the laboratory production of materials brought into intimate
domestic spaces, like food and medicine. Alba’s social intervention reminds us that
bioart production is the result of art-science convergences not wholly attributable to
advances in biotechnologies and genomics. Suzanne Anker writes, ‘the chimera
must be understood in a social context: These beasts have always reflected the social,
scientific and religious circumstances of their time’.24 Although tranimals are
workers, not mythological, not fabulous but pragmatic and instrumental, they
reflect and mirror the material circumstances of our time in much the same way as
do Anker’s chimeras. In this overlapping zone of science and art, Alba comes
together as a being, a composition and a ‘biocultural’ experiment.

While bound by GFP to jellyfish and the sea, Alba doesn’t swim well and instead
hops across laboratory and domestic spheres.25 Laboratory rabbits are historically
connected to toxicology and reproductive testing and valued as living incubators for
antibodies and antiserums. Renova Life sells GFP rabbits for researching ‘human
related diseases, such as CVD, HIV, regenerative disease and cancer’.26 Renova
warns that the rabbits are ‘not for household use,’ although their home page
incorporates Alba’s image into a life sciences montage. Alba was named with the
goal of leaving the lab to be adopted by Kac’s household in Chicago, where she
would serve none of these laboratory functions, instead existing as pet and as
somalumenal curiosity. Kac was unable to bring Alba home, but other laboratory
rabbits do find homes outside their labs of origin. The Rabbit Welfare Association
and Fund encourages the adoption of laboratory rabbits, declaring that ‘former
laboratory rabbits are sometimes available for adoption (all legal and above board!)
and such animals are generally extremely well handled and always absolutely
healthy’.27

The technologies responsible for Alba’s somalumenesence have been widely
employed for some time and can no longer be thought of as artful innovations.28

When Kac refers to Alba’s ‘formal and genetic uniqueness,’29 we appreciate her
unique genetic qualities by way of imagined domestic encounters that become
transgressive when laboratory animals are involved.30 What does it mean to live
with, eat with and companion tranimals? What does it mean for pets to live in
research laboratories? The spectre of Alba-as-pet, moving beneath a blue light in a
the living room of Kac’s home, evokes the invisible labour of jellyfish, research on the
proliferation and patterns of cancer cells and the sensation of somalumenality.
Encounter trumps Alba’s technical becoming as we are asked to imagine meeting
Alba outside of her laboratory home or meeting her differently within the walls of an
imaginary art lab mapped onto the INRF.
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The idea that a laboratory rabbit would live in Kac’s household as a companion
animal suggests that, just as art has remade the laboratory, artful tranimals
might remake the home, especially the kitchen and dining room. Alba straddles
slippery pet/food distinctions: many humans cannot read the rabbit as pet
without also regarding her as food. Often interpreted as a site of human
exceptionalism, cooking must be reconfigured in the rabbit and ruminant
context. In the Critical Art Ensemble’s short cookbook Betty Crocker 3000 Presents

Food for a Hungry World, the recipe Ragout Alba à la Provençale cooks and eats Alba
and her lab rabbit kin.

RAGOUT ALBA À LA PROVENÇALE

(GFP rabbits are being raised in select labs that will not release them
into the wild but might sell them to enterprising cooks for a special
banquet.)

1 GFP stewing rabbit cut into chunks (about 3 pounds)
(Marinate the rabbit in a mixture of wine, vinegar, olive oil, mashed
garlic cloves, a bay leaf and pinch of thyme for 4 hours.)
2 cups canned chicken broth
2 cups each chopped onions, carrots, celery and red, ripe tomatoes
1/2 cup chopped GFP parsley

In an oven-proof casserole layer the chopped vegetables with pieces of
marinated rabbit. Pour broth over the top. Cover tightly and bake in
a medium hot oven for 3–4 hours. Arrange on a platter surrounded
by green mashed potatoes. Sprinkle generously with GFP chopped
parsley for maximum fluorescence.

(Cost estimate: GFP rabbit and other ingredients free to participating
biotech families)31

While GFP tissue continues to glow after death,32 the suggested 3–4 hours in the
oven for this ragout might diminish GFP’s capabilities. Replacing dining room
light fixtures with blue bulbs should provide a necessary boost. Here, eating Alba
is not a science fiction future, but a present-day exercise in the ethics of
manipulating animal flesh for experiment, for the table or both at once. Even
though GFP rabbit meat is not available in supermarkets, the utility of GFP in the
design of transgenic flora and fauna means that the plants, fish and meats we eat
today might already contain GFP. Human ingestion of GFP signals another type
of drift distinct from the allelic drift of the jellyfish. Glow drifts through the bodies
of consumers.

The stakes of eating tranimals and allowing for this process by virtue of being a
‘participatory biotech family’ are both fantastic and uncanny when we recall the
transpecies sequence living in Alba’s tissues. Ingesting, killing and eating jellyfish
usually takes the form of dried crisps sprinkled into salads and Chinese food.
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(Aequorea victoria, the Pacific jellyfish source of the first GFP derivations, are not
considered edible.) Ingesting jellyfish by way of tranimals like Alba implies a more
complicated food relationship between humans and jellies, where jellyfish genes drift
through the bodies of animals that human animals enjoy as companions and as food
(rabbits being an example of the slipperiness of pet/food distinctions). Donna
Haraway reminds us that:

Companion comes from the Latin, cum panis, with bread. Mess mates at
table are companions. Comrades are political companions. Business
and commercial associates form a company, which also connotes a
guest, a Medieval trade guild, a fleet of merchant ships, a military
unit and the Central Intelligence Agency. As a verb, ‘to companion’
is to consort, to keep company, with sexual and generative
connotations always ready to erupt.33

What happens when messmates at table become messmates on the table? Human
animals eat with rabbits and eat rabbits. The human animal’s decision to
accompany another from a shared table into the stomach requires not just slaughter,
preparation and cooking, but also an ability to ingest one’s friends.

As described by Robert Foley on the radio program The Naked Scientists, the human
animal’s cooking behaviour is ‘an extension of things we see in other animals’.34

Alba’s first digestion, which produces edible caecetroph ‘night droppings’ performs
many of the same functions as the oven or stove. Living with rabbits means cooking
in parallel, cooking for or being cooked by another. Julie Ann Smith writes about
how fecal matter becomes food not just for private consumption, but also for human-
assisted care of other rabbits: ‘Rabbits pass their food twice, the first time consuming
their faeces directly . . . we nurse rabbits with digestive problems by inoculating
them with gut bacteria obtained from the faeces of healthy rabbits. We prepare a
“fecal cocktail,” which is syringe-fed to the sick rabbit’.35 Eating with rabbits
requires the sharing not just of bread but of intimate gut bacteria. This exchange of
gut bacteria is multidirectional, but also maps a power dynamic where human gut
bacteria only enter the equation after rabbits die and bind the human animal to the
rabbit they have been accompanying through taste and digestion.

As rabbits cook their food, so they are also sometimes cooked as meat by their
caretakers. The fictional kitchen where readers prepare Ragout Alba à la Provençale

references less luminous rabbit meals made at home, featuring rabbits from
backyard hutches and commercial rabbit farms. Although rabbits are often raised
commercially for slaughter, because they are small and easy to keep, they are also a
popular backyard animal and a popular indoor pet. Rabbit meat has been recently
labelled a ‘crisis meat’ in the US, describing a turn toward rabbit during lean
times.36 Rabbits move between living room and backyard, and oven with
dramatically more frequency than pets like dogs, cats, rodents and birds. Stories of
rabbits crossing contexts abound: A large albino rabbit intended for a fraternity
house dinner was rescued from a cooler and now lives in cooperative housing in
Santa Cruz, California. Two rabbits kept as pets were sold to and eaten by the
families of elementary school classmates in Vermont. Rabbits walk the line between
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livestock and pet with a household mandate that ‘We can have rabbits, as long as
some of them are for the freezer’.37

Writing about her experience fostering house rabbits for adoption, Smith describes
how her home has been undone and remade by cohabitation with rabbits, reminding
us again that ontology is a practice of co-constitutive awareness and responsibility.

In my own house, rabbit-proofing meant that most of the furniture
was made of metal, electrical cords were fastened behind furniture or
covered in hard plastic or metal tubing and protective wood strips
were tacked on to wood baseboards and wood trim around closets and
windows . . . So-called ‘litterbox training’ primarily meant
capitalizing on the rabbit habit of urinating consistently in one or
two places. We simply put litterboxes where the rabbits decided to
eliminate. Many of us found it easier to change ourselves than the
premises. At present, the rabbit who lives in the bedroom is
excavating my mattress. She bounces around inside the dust cover
and chews the wooden frame around the metal springs . . . Frankly,
I love this way of living, this version of ‘becoming animal’.38

Presumably something similar would have happened in Kac’s home in Chicago.
For Kac, changing the self and adapting to cohabitation with rabbits would have
had wider consequences, invoking Smith’s engagement with what Haraway would
call ‘becoming with’ rabbits: ‘the play of companion species learning to pay
attention’.39 Smith remakes ‘training’ into ‘paying attention,’ reconfiguring her
home as a place where she can ‘re-imagine the rabbit’. Imagination overrides other
companion species possibilities in Alba and Kac’s situation.

Complete with models for how humans should leverage social and employment
contacts to procure GFP meat, Ragout Alba à la Provençale addresses both people who
eat pets and people who eat laboratory animals, questioning how laboratory
animals, pets and meat are related. Certain tranimals compel a meaty treatment,
even in a laboratory context. For example, a 2006 article about GFP pigs born in
Taiwan is titled ‘Is this sausage supposed to be green?’,40 implying that GFP pigs
herald the supermarket availability of bioluminescent bacon. Viewing the bodies of
pig tranimals as bacon becomes a prerequisite for understanding the science behind
their births and the research applications for which they have been engineered.

Eating Light

With CAE’s recipe we can imagine that glowing food intensifies vision through
tactile registers; the verb ‘to taste’ is conjugated through sight. Glowing at the edges
of the mouth, Ragout Alba à la Provençale cannot be digested without visual recourse.
For homo sapiens consuming this entrée, the mouth is solicited by light, undoing the
eye’s propriety of vision. Although for Alba this is an unbecoming, a transformation
from companion to meal, for the humans involved, vision is reworked by orality, by
taste and jellyfish bio-materialities are sent further adrift.
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Following Derrida, Cary Wolfe conceptualizes Kac’s use of GFP as a ‘feint’ or ‘lure’
that whets our ‘carnophallogocentric visual appetite,’ yet, importantly, doesn’t fill
our stomachs. For Wolfe, Alba’s fluorescence yields not the invisible or the hidden
but a posthumanist repositioning of visuality itself: ‘Kac situate[s] the visual in ways
that fundamentally trouble how we have typically indexed the (human) animal
sensorium to the human/animal ontological divide’.41 Alba’s GFP expression flirts
with but denies humanist ways of organizing visual information. As she appears in
Ragout Alba a la Provençale, Alba would force our human ‘carnophallogocentric visual
appetite’ down our throats as food, growing light receptors in our taste buds.
Although for Alba this is an unbecoming, a transformation from companion to
meat, for the humans involved, vision is reworked by orality, by taste and jellyfish
bio-materialities are sent further adrift.

Wolfe’s conceptualization of the ‘feint’ and ‘lure’ as posthumanist shifts applies to
popular discourse about the science underpinning Alba’s existence as much as to her
life in art. GFP acts as a marker, a way of tracing biomaterial transformations in
tissues. Like knockout mice, GFP tranimals host jellyfish genes in order to make
other genetic modifications visible. For example, Renova Life offers comprehensive
services for working with GFP rabbits, whose jellyfish genes frame a range of
questions:

The new lines of GFP rabbits can be used to study many human
related diseases, such as CVD, HIV, regenerative disease and cancer.
The specific relevant or derived GFP rabbit cell types can be used for
gene therapy in animal models. GFP transgenic rabbits can also be
used for deriving embryonic stem cells (from the early embryos),
induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cells and further differentiation into
many specific cell types. Those cells carry the GFP gene and can be
traceable during the development and differentiation, as well as cell
migration during the process, especially during the study of cell-based
therapy.42

Tranimals labour to ‘carry’ GFP. Renova Life reminds us that ‘quality control
makes sure GFP gene is transmitted in all cell types, the animals and derivative
tissues/cells express GFP’. Alba was not engineered to glow any more than a pig was
engineered to become a sausage. The tired narrative of the ghostly sausage haunting
a living pig contrasts with the tidal drift and shift of ‘jellyfishification’. Writing in
Science magazine, Erik Stokstad considers environmental risks of GM farmed fish,
weighing the benefits of relieving native populations by consuming genetically
engineered sterile superfish against the possible escape and contamination of native
fish populations by the same tranimals. Stokstad investigates the material conditions
of sterilization procedures, imagining that scaling up laboratory sterilization
processes to industrial levels would inevitably produce a margin of fertile error.43

Somalumenal tranimals host a posthuman potentiality inside their every cell.

Having followed GFP from jellyfish mesoglea to rabbit skin to human stomachs,
we find ourselves bound within Francis Bartkowski’s empathic, kissing-killing knot.
Her attention to the kiss marks the orality of cross-species intimacy as ‘the threshold
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of destiny and desire . . . a space of permeability’.44 Ingesting and inserting GFP
signals another modality of getting under the skin, marking skin, kin and species not
as discrete entities but as spaces of sensuous interchange. GFP generates networks,
zones of cohesion and carnal assemblages through sensation, expressiveness and
intensification. Adrift with tranimals, we too are beginning to become-jellyfish,
further sensationalizing the adage ‘you are what you eat’.
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